
Closing an important information gap

Our standardized metrics capture the implied competitive advantage (I-CAP) 
captures the outlook for sustained cash flow generation into the long term, as 
implied in management guidance/consensus forecasts and the company’s cost of 
capital.  It captures that future value component of stocks valuation as implied in 
management guidance/consensus forecasts.  

It brings two critical insights to the stock selection process as to what Mr Market 
expects in terms of the duration of cash flows.

On the one hand, it indicates the potential for upside due to the prospect of 
sustained value creation.  On the other hand, it indicates the risks attached to the 
stock if a significant part of the valuation is due to the future value component. 

A high I-CAP value suggests that high rates of cash flow generation is expected to 
be sustained over a long duration.  Stocks with high I-CAP and strong incremental 
shareholder value creation prospects (as measured by I-EVA) are likely to enjoy 
higher valuation.

Assessing the future value component is the most critical part of equity valuation 
and this, in our view, represents the essence of all successful equity investing.  It is 
also the component that is the hardest to estimate because long terms competitive 
dynamics are impossible to predict and, in general, long-term forecasting is a 
thankless task anyway.  

Implied competitive advantage period 
and the stock selection process

When will cash flow generation start to fade?

See end page for legal, disclaimer. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in their investment decision making process
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What it is

I-CAP captures that (implied) future value component of stocks valuation as implied in management guidance/consensus forecasts.  It 
gives an idea of how much of the equity valuation is “unexplained” (the bit that is normally lumped in the terminal value component of 
DCF model).  Are estimates/forecasts too bullish, or bearish? 

Competitive advantage is normally discussed in qualitative terms.  For example, superior brand strength, technological edge and 
dominant market share is cited as features which provide competitive advantage to companies.  

Looked at another way, competitive advantage represents the length of time it will take for competitive forces to erase the company’s 
excess returns to zero.  Companies with a long competitive advantage are expected to have better visibility and predictability in cash 
flow generation, which is likely to persist over a longer duration.  

Why it’s useful

An understanding of competitive advantage is critical to the stock selection process.  Our calculations of I-CAP allow investors to make 
a judgement call on whether the implied sustainability and duration of cash flow generation are plausible, particularly using inter-peer 
or inter-sector comparisons. The outlook for this component should become one of the definitive pillars of a stock selection process. 

We subscribe to that conceptualisation of equity valuations as consisting of two parts - the steady state component and the future 
value component.  The steady state component reflects any annuity-like cash flow generation characteristics the firm may possess, 
and this is mostly a short-term factor.  This may arise from, for instance, current product superiority, strong near-term end-market 
fundamentals etc. 

In contrast, the future value component of the valuation is the “option” component in a stocks’ valuation - the possibility that the 
forecast cash flow generation could persist, perhaps even with potential for upside over the longer term as the company’s fortunes 
expand considerably.

Establishing the value of this component requires an assessment of the point at which cash flow generation will fade (or accelerate).   
The challenge, in other words, lies in determining the likely length or duration of the competitive advantage enjoyed by a firm; or the 
length of time it will take for competitive forces to erase the company’s excess returns to zero.  

Companies with strong competitive advantage are also expected to have better visibility and predictability in cash flow generation, 
which is likely to persist over a longer duration.  And these companies can command a higher valuation.

Using the I-CAP metric

A low I-CAP value implies that a stock has little chance of delivering sustained expansion in cash flow growth?  Can the management, 
by implementing a fresh strategy, change this perception?  

Stocks enjoying high I-CAP could well be investing for market dominance and are expected to deliver sustained cash flow growth in the 
future? Or is this likely to be a set of value destroying capital allocation policies?

Are the risks from competitive threats to top line and margins from competitors, or even due to unexpected declines in end markets 
overstated, or being understated, by the I-CAP scores?

I-CAP also captures that (implied) future value component of stocks valuation as implied in management guidance/consensus 
forecasts.  It gives an idea of how much of the equity valuation is “unexplained” or “not reasoned”.  Are estimates/forecasts too bullish, 
or bearish? In this sense context the I-CAP become a measure or proxy of “duration risk”.

What it is

Competitive advantage is normally discussed in qualitative terms.  For example, superior brand strength, technological edge and 
dominant market share is cited as features which provide competitive advantage to companies.  However, measuring or quantifying 
competitive advantage has been a challenge and one proposed metric has been that of Competitive Advantage Period (CAP). This term 
was first coined by Michael Mauboussin and Paul Johnson* and is the term over which a company is expected to generate returns on 
invested capital that exceeds the cost of such capital.  

Looked at another way, CAP represents the length of time it will take for competitive forces to erase the company’s excess returns to 
zero.  Companies with a high CAP are also expected to have better visibility and predictability in cash flow generation, which is likely to 
persist over a longer duration.  

Estimating CAP - the sell-side approach

In investment banking research reports the competitive advantage enjoyed by a company is often discussed in the Porter framework 
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threat, which tends to be qualitative discussion.  Quantitative estimations of CAP by the 
sell-side tends to be rare.  

When it is done, typically, most calculations of CAP will use a discounted cash flow method to discover a point in time; defined in terms 
of the number of years - the period after which the cash flow generation will start to fade dramatically.  

For example, in a competitive industry sector with low barriers to entry and persistent pricing pressure may be deemed to have a CAP 
of, say, five years.  On the other hand, an industry with high barriers to entry and enjoying strong pricing power may be thought to 
have a highly competitive advantage of, perhaps, 15 years.  

To quantify these periods, cash flow projections are modelled over the long term and discounted cash flow techniques are used to 
compute the implied CAP metric.  
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While such estimates can look appealing for their elegance, the models carry the same flaws that affect 
DCF models. Predicting cash flows of companies even into the near term is a hazardous business.  Over 
the longer term, the questionable assumptions underlying such models make the results for CAP to be 
of dubious value.  

Incremental economic value added (I-EVA) and implied competitive advantage (I-CAP)

Central to ERI’s stock selection process is the measure of I-EVA, more details of which you can find 
here, which captures incremental shareholder value creation, the outlook for which is the key driver 
of equity valuations.  I-CAP indicates the extent to which that trend in I-EVA may be sustained, or at 
least expected to be sustained based on consensus forecasts/management guidance.  Together they 
represent the critical factors that need to be grasped in equity investing.  

Estimating CAP - ERI’s approach

ERI’s approach to estimating the competitive advantage enjoyed by a firm avoids the pitfalls associated 
with a forecasting approach.  Instead, ERI evaluates the implied competitive advantage period (I-CAP) - 
as implied in the management guidance/consensus forecasts.  It is impossible to be establish with any 
certainty how exactly a company’s competitive advantage situation will likely to pan out into the future, 
but we can develop a firm idea of what sort of competitive advantage the market is attributing to the 
stock.    

To calculate I-CAP, ERI employs a technique like estimating bond duration**.  The calculated implied 
“future value” component becomes the proxy for the competitive advantage period. The key variables 
that go into the calculations include consensus forecasts for cash flow growth, tax rates and company 
specific WACC.  

The values are standardized to enable comparison across peers.  This score indicates what the market 
thinks of the company’s ability to drive sustained top-line growth and cash flow generation.

Whether through using quantitative techniques or qualitative analysis even the greats of the industry 
can err in their judgements.  Our calculation of the implied competitive advantage closes this 
information gap by providing a critical insight into what Mr Market expects in terms of the duration.  ERI 
estimates of the implied competitive advantage period (I-CAP) captures the outlook for sustained cash 
flow generation into the long term, as implied in management guidance/consensus forecasts and the 
company’s cost of capital.  

A high I-CAP value suggests that high rates of cash flow generation is expected to be sustained over a 
long period.  Stocks with high I-CAP and strong incremental shareholder value creation prospects (as 
measured by I-EVA) are likely to enjoy higher valuations

It is logical that the valuation multiple attached to a stock also reflects this implied-CAP.  The longer the 
implied-CAP, and the consequent visibility in the future cash flows, the higher the multiple.  

Value investing and competitive advantage

In particular, the “value investing” paradigm can often be shackled to the past and the present not just 
in terms of what it sees as acceptable financial growth projections, but also in terms of its unwillingness 
to countenance the possibility of a new business models and practices which could deliver 
unimaginable value creation into the future.  Hence, spectacular misjudgements in terms assessing 
competitive advantage enjoyed by the companies can also be compounded by a valuation methodology 
which appears to place undue primacy on the near-term component of a company’s cash flow stream.  

In 2000, Professor Bruce Greenwald, “a guru to Wall Street’s gurus” and “a recognized authority on value 
investing” expressed doubts about Microsoft’s valuation.  

I (Bruce C. Greenwald) used to sit on panels of money managers who managed foundations’ money. 
Some money managers would say that they are close to Microsoft, and we know what it will do. Thank 
God I am not that stupid. Microsoft is impossible to value. Much of the value is in the future of the 
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future (think of the large amount of estimation in the terminal value of Discounted Cash Flow). 85% of 
the value of Microsoft will come in the years 2010 to 2020!  How much of the investment in 2000 you get 
back by 2010—15%. The other 85% value of Microsoft is beyond 2010 - (2010-2020)! Lots of luck. No one 
can do that. Then they say they can do it for complicated companies like Citicorp and GE? Forget it.

In 2013, he was deeply skeptical Amazon’s new ventures into retail (taking on Walmart and Best Buy), 
and into cloud computing (taking on Microsoft & Google).  

“This [Amazon] looks, to me, like a company that makes no reported profit, which I think is fair, that’s 
trying to buy growth in all sorts of areas where, because it has no competitive advantage, the growth is 
going to be value-destroying, not value-creating.”

In 2017 he warned, when Tesla shares traded at $50 (split adjusted), that the share price was “nuts” as 
“Investors believe that it’s going to dominate a market that no company has dominated before”.  In May 
2021, with the share price at over $600, Greenwald warned again that Tesla simply would significant 
competitive advantage.  

Just as he was wary of Amazon’s prospects against the incumbents in retail and cloud computing in 
2013, he expressed similar caution about Tesla’s prospects vs the incumbents in auto manufacturing.  

The challenge of establish competitive advantage

Understanding the competitive advantage is clearly an important part of the stock selection process, 
not just for growth stocks, but also for value type stocks.  

It is, of course, perfectly legitimate (and necessary) to take a view regarding the long-term prospects 
for a company while conducting equity analysis, but it would be arrogant to present any conclusions 
in indisputable terms simply because the bulk of the company’s value is represented by the future 
value component.   Misjudging the competitive advantage enjoyed by a company can be a fatal error 
investing.  Spectacular misjudgements in terms of not just assessing competitive advantage enjoyed by 
the companies is also compounded by a valuation methodology which appears to place undue primacy 
on the near-term component of a company’s cash flow stream.  History teaches us that all great 
companies of their time, those that created new markets and radically transformed consumer habits 
and corporates practices always appear expensive through the valuation prism.  

Taking a view on competitive advantage, or the future value component, is the most important 
component of a stock’s valuation, and this is far too important to be left the mercy of a speculative 
guess.  The future is, of course, impossible to know but we believe that an estimation of the long-term 
competitive advantage that is enjoyed by a company discovered in an “implied” form can help in this 
critical step in stocks selection.  

…………………………………………..

NOTES

 * Competitive Advantage Period ‘CAP’ The Neglected Value Driver; Michael Mauboussin and Paul 
Johnson

**  For an academic discussion on how bond duration technique is effective in estimating equity 
duration please see; Implied Equity Duration: A New Measure of Equity Risk; Patricia Dechow, Richard 
Sloan, Mark Soliman



Plain english 
The deep desire to understand cause and effect is hard-wired into a curious investor’s head. However, investing in equities is extremely complex and results can be 
extremely uncertain. There is no formula and there are no secrets to success in equity investing. Much of what passes in the investment media as equity research can 
be flawed, biased or both.  However, while remaining conscious of the dangers, equity investing for the long term can be a rewarding exercise for a sceptical investor 
who uses the mosaic of information available in an intelligent and disciplined manner.  

Our reports, we believe, offers unique insights and should be an essential part of an investor’s investment evaluation process. It is based on data freely available to the 
public, which we believe are accurate.  We apply proprietary analytical techniques to this sea of data to highlight to the investor a list of ideas which they may wish to 
consider as a broader part of there investment plans.   Our reports provides no recommendations to buy, sell or hold securities - that is the investor’s decision.  

Legalese
No recommendation or advice is being given as to whether any investment is suitable for a particular investor. It should not be assumed that any investments in 
securities, companies, sectors or markets identified and described were or will be profitable. anon.com is not a fiduciary by virtue of any person’s use of or access to 
this report.  anon.com is not a licensed securities dealer, broker or US investment adviser or investment bank. 

The information in this report is being provided for information purposes only.  Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment 
decision. This report does not provide tax, legal, insurance or investment advice, and nothing in this report should be construed as an offer to sell, a solicitation of an 
offer to buy, or a recommendation for any security by anon.com or any third party. 

Any statements, opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as 
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients.  The reader is solely responsible for determining whether any 
investment, security or strategy, or any other product or service, is appropriate or suitable for them based on their investment objectives and personal and financial 
situation and for evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of the information on this report before making any decisions based on such information or 
other content.  The reader should should seek advice from such independent financial, legal, tax or other adviser as they deem necessary. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Therefore, you should not assume that the future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy 
will be profitable or equal to corresponding past performance levels.  Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss. Accordingly, investors may receive back less 
than originally invested. 

The value of, or income from, any investments referred to in this report may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes in exchange rates. All pricing is indicative as of the 
close of market for the securities discussed, unless otherwise stated. 

Opinions, forecasts or projections contained in this report represents anon.com’s current opinions or judgment as of the date of the report only and are therefore 
subject to change without notice. Periodic updates may not be provided on companies/industries based on company-specific developments or announcements, 
market conditions or any other publicly available information. There can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, 
forecasts or projections, which represent only one possible outcome. Furthermore, such opinions, forecasts or projections are subject to certain risks, uncertainties 
and assumptions that have not been verified, and future actual results or events could differ materially. 

Anon.com or its officers and employees may engage in transactions for their own account in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this report, and anon.com 
is under no obligation to ensure that such other communication is brought to the attention of any recipient of this report. This report is not an advertisement for or 
marketing of any issuer, its products or services, or its securities in any jurisdiction.

The information in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this 
report are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable, anon.com makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever to the completeness or accuracy of the report provided.   Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the 
information contained in this report. Any data discrepancies in this report could be the result of different calculations and/or adjustments. 

This research product is provided “as is” and without representations or warranties of any kind, either express or implied to the fullest extent permitted by applicable 
law.  anon.com, its officers, directors, employees disclaim all warranties, express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, warranties of title and non-
infringement, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, and all warranties relating to the originality, adequacy, accuracy, timeliness, 
merchantability or completeness of any information on our site. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so the above exclusions may not 
apply to you.

anon.com nor its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, employees are liable for lost profits, lost savings or any indirect, incidental, consequential, special, 
exemplary, punitive or other damages under any contract, negligence, strict liability or other theory arising out of or relating in any way to the research products. Such 
limitation shall apply regardless of the form of action, even if anon.com, has been advised of or otherwise might have anticipated the possibility of such damages. Your 
sole remedy for dissatisfaction with the research product is to stop reading or subscribing to it. The sole and exclusive maximum liability to anon.com for all damages, 
losses, and causes of action (whether in contract, tort (including, without limitation, negligence), or otherwise) shall not exceed the total amount paid to us by you, if 
any, during the previous six (6) months prior to bringing the claim. Some jurisdictions do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

This product and the content contained herein, as well as all copyrights, including without limitation, the text, documents, articles, products, graphics, photos and 
any other content in the report and the trademarks, service marks and logos contained therein are the property of anon.com. You may access and use the content 
and download and/or print out copies solely for your personal, non-commercial use. If you download or print a copy of the content for personal use, you must retain 
all copyright and other proprietary notices contained therein. You acknowledge that you do not acquire any ownership rights by receiving this report and anon.com 
reserves all rights not expressly stated.
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